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by 

• John McCarthy 

\ale \'10uld like to use pred1cate calculus in the mathe

matical theory of computation. In particular, t:te would like 

to write formulas involving recursively defined predicates 

and funct:ions. The trouble is that recursively defined 

prfldicat'es are, not gual"~antee~ to 'he defined for all values 

of their arguments# and therefore, it it not clear how to 

interpret for-mulas: involving them. 

~le shall give an interpretatiol'l of predicate calculus 

formulas involving partial predicates and extend the notions 

of truth: valid' formula and tautology. We have three truth 

values, t for true, f for false, and u for undefined. The 

\'Jell-formed formulas are the same as, in predicate calculus 

except that \-;e have a new- propos1tiona'r' opel~ator * .. defined by 

-::-t ~ t 

-Rr := t 

-~-u = r 
~~ shall call our system EFC. 

rrl1e truth of a formula is determined from its constituents'" 
as folloVl8: 

1. An elementary form p(x, •• :"c;) is true, false or 
undefined fer each set of values of x" ••• ,,~. 
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2. The tY'uth values of propositional combinations is 

det.ermined by the truth-tables. 

-:;'1 JTI' I *"11 

t f t 
" . 

f t t 

u u f 

ii pi ',1' A e I ir \I e. I ·1;::> e I 1(;:: e 
tt t t t t 
tf f t f f 
tu u t u u 
ft f t t f 
ff f f t t 
fu f u t u 
ut u· u u u 
uf u u u u 
uu u u u u 

The truth values of the las,t two are in accordance \1ith the 

definitions 

7T?P ~ l1r V p 

where ~ is used in its ~rdlnary sense' as a meta mathematical 

symbol. They are the same as the conditional expression 

definitions of (IJ. As explained 'in that paper the non

commutati vity of "It A P and Of( v p arises from the convention 

that u is evaluated first~ so that if v is false, p need not 

be evaluated to get 1rA p. 

3. V x. 'l!"( x) is true if lr{ x) is true for all x, undefined 

if r.{ x) is undefined for some x and false other\'lise. 

4. :3 x. ii'( x) 1s true if olf(X) is true for some x and 1s 

defined for all x, undefined if 'Jlo(x) is undefined for some x", 

and false otherwise. 

If we consider formulas with no quantifiers \'le get. an 

extended propositional calculus EPe. A formul~ is called a 
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c t.~lJ.tology if 1 t 1s true for all values of its arguments. 

Ordinary tautologies are not tautolog1es of EPC since they 
are undefined if a~l the propositional variables are un
d~rined. HO\1eVer ~ if lr is an ordinary tautology, then 
-::-:,-=>1" is a ,tautology of EPC so that formulas like 

-!(-(p::;,(q:::>p)}:::> (p.::>(q~p)) 

are tautologies. \'Jhether a fOl'mula 1s a tautology can be 

determined by truth tables. 

The equivalence of t\'JO formulas Tr and p is not 

expressed by If = P being a tautology, e.g. p == p 1s not 
a tautology. Therefore, we define 

and ~T = 0 does eXOl"ess the equivalence of If and p. This ---,. ~ 

is the strong equivalence of [1]~ The weak equivalence of 

tha t pap.er is \'1ri tten 

". 
t'1here 1r and' p do not involve * 

Th~ follo'\,11ng formulas are all tautologies 
.X- \ P 1\ q ) -'~p /\ ( p ::> .).1. , ) 

·~(pV q) - *p/\ (lp::) *i) 
{:'(p=q) -l~p/\.r.- ~ 

*IP - *p 

**p 

*(p_ 1) 

The valid formulas of EFC in a domain are those which are 
true for all assignments of partial predicates ·to the predicate 
letters. Many questions about proof procedures for EFC are 
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answered by a construction which gives for every formula 

'II' of' EFC a for-mula ''-. of FC( t.he usual predicate calculus) 

such that v is valid in the domain if and only if ~l is 
v:;-.lid. Actually,. 'tile shall construct three formulas 1:'1' 

~~. and li- of· Fe l,-Jhich are true "lhen ir is true, false, or 
"2 :; . 
undeflned.respec.t1v:e1y. The construction 1s given by the 

follot'li!1g 
.. ," 
I. 

p:,x~ .•• ,Ei) 
-. .. -

\ II 

'~'jr 

it 1\ P 

1f\1 P 

:r~ p 

:r= p 

\./~, ... \. "'~.'I 

'.:1 XP •••• - .. ~ 

-Cable. 
~ .11 

PI (x, ..• " s) 
1r2 

'it1 V 1;'2 

IrI A Pl 
1:-1V( 1(2!" Pl) 
.. ,. ,/( .. ,. A P \ 
,j 2'( .j 1 r", I' 

t ~r 1/\ p 1 IV ( 7{ 21\ P 2 ) 

\-!-." -I' v .. ~. 1'1 I (:1 x. "I )I\{\{ x .l7J3 j 

P2(X" ••• ,3) 
7i1 
'Ir 3 

if 2 V ( 1t J!' P 2 ) 

7(2/\ P2 

'lr11\ P2 
('/f1 /\ 'P2 )V( ':r2/\ PI ) 

( 3 x. 'If 2 ) /\ ('Ix ·l1f 3 ) 
V X.7f2 

P3(x, ... ,Er) 
-;r

3 
r 

':r3v( 7f1 " P3) 
1'-3v (-;r2AP3) 
-:T 3 v{ if 1 /\ P 3 ) 
"i:'3V P3 

.3 x.1r3 
3x .-:r3 

'l"hat· ;fl , 7t2 and "if-. have the required oro-oerties is ;; -... ... , 

obvious from the construction. This result shows that EFC 
is semi-decidable so that it should be possible to obtain 

a complete set of axioms and rules of inference. The method 

of semantic tableaux can be applied directly to EFC, but, 
at least :i.n 1 ts most obviolls form, it is impl-'actical for all 

1)ut t~1e simplest examples because the number of cases that 

has to be considered increases rapidly. 

The choice of definitions for the quantifiers requires 
~vme e::planation. Our ci10ice has the disadvantage that one 

cannot ppove .3 x.1r(x) simply by exhibiting an a such that 
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! ... , . .. 
o 

;-' 

':r{a) sj.nc,e if some 1r(b)/ is undefined 3x',,;r(x) is 

considered 'undefined. However, the C?ther possible 

quantifiers are definable in terimJ of ou~s. F01" example ~ 

'Ale can define 

which has the above mentionl~'d p7'operty. 
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